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zemeckis' work is like no other, and his work deserves a place alongside alfred hitchcock and other all-time film classics. if you haven't seen forrest gump yet, it's time to do so. not only is it one of the best of the summer movie season, it's one of the best movies of all time. in fact, it's simply the best movie of the 1990's – though the
screenplay probably started out in the 80's. but in 1994, it became the story of a nation, and the theater audience, and it's a film that still serves to remind us today of what it means to be an american. and though the events are over, the lessons don't stop. so if you haven't seen forrest gump, i urge you to do so. you won't be sorry.
best special features: marshall's & zemeckis' conversations - includes interviews with the director and producers behind the scenes, and a new documentary focusing on the sequel with rare archival footage from the original! original trailer with all new footage from the sequel! new technology gives you 'a special opportunity to
experience the movie like never before! this is a must for every home with or without an ac-3 capable dvd or blu-ray player! forrest gump 1994 has a very clean transfer. the image is sharp with good fine detail, colors are bright and vibrant. there are only a few instances of mild softness but nothing overbearing. overall, it's a very
nicely presented disc. but, as usual, we can't know if it's the transfer or the source quality. however, this transfer does look better than most theatrical releases and it is a 1.85:1 full screen presentation. plus, the original trailer looks pretty good as well. overall, this is a very solid transfer. one thing that looks a little more than we're
used to is white balance. this film has always been a favorite of theater owners so it's not uncommon for them to have white balance issues. this disc just looks a little too warm and amber-y for our taste. the blacks are always good, though, and that's a good thing. after all, it is a digitally mastered transfer.
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zemeckis, starkey, and carter collected scenes from the movie and set them to the music of bruce broughton who directed the music for the film. the audio commentary and the film itself are both released on a single disc. i'm giving the film the full robert zemeckis treatment. this gives you the best zemeckis fan's commentary. now,
after the title card, you'll hear brief excerpts from a number of scenes that zemeckis and company chose to use on the soundtrack album. it's a fascinating listen that will give you a full appreciation of the film as a whole. zemeckis and carter's three-hour conversation is the real draw, though. offered as part of a new special edition of

the film, it's worth your time even if you don't own the new disc. where zemeckis, starkey and carter talk, they talk and talk and talk, so no matter how many times you hear the words "forrest gump," you'll never know when they'll say it. to mark the 30th anniversary of the hit film, warner bros. released forrest gump on the newly
constructed best picture collection dvd set. the disc is formatted into 10 chapters with supplemental material following each chapter. the bonus features are divided into five chapters: "forrest gump and his world," "behind the scenes," "music of the film," "espn sports" and "making the film." the disc also offers clean up and a fly-

through mode. the avc-encoded 1080p transfer is handled with care by warner. again, the grainy and murky look of the 1992 release is a thing of the past. the disc offers a strong, relatively clean image. blacks are rich and vivid, delivering rich, deep blacks on the foliage. this releases the film in its palest form. whites turn a bit soft, but
they're easily remedied. colors are muted, but full-bodied and clear. detail is there, but is not particularly impressive. 5ec8ef588b
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